National concern over the serious decline and poor performance of United States students in mathematics and science is reflected in this paper which discusses and compares performances and behavioral characteristics of Japanese students with their United States counterparts and, in some instances, with students from Sweden, Australia, England, Canada, France, and Switzerland, in an attempt to explain the magnitude of the differences among them. The descriptions and findings represent a synthesis of research results from major international comparative achievement tests in mathematics, science, and other studies deemed appropriate and important for reporting to the United States public. Among the topics discussed are: performance in mathematics; achievement in science; characteristics and trends in United States science achievement; whether there are differences in mental ability (IQ) between Japanese and United States students; amount of homework; perceptions and attitudes of Japanese students; problems of Japanese youth; learning in Japan; the curriculum in Japan's educational system; the structure of the educational curriculum of Japan; and school guidance and moral education in Japan. The paper also includes tables, a 15-page general bibliography, and several selected bibliographies. (TRS)
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INTRODUCTION

The need for educational reform in the United States is of serious concern to educators and social policy makers alike. Some nine major reports on education including A Nation at Risk; Action for Excellence; High Schools: A Report on Secondary Education in America; America's Competitive Challenge; and the Paideia Proposal: An Educational Manifesto have all underscored current concerns with improving education in the United States.

Among the most startling conditions documented by the National Commission on Excellence were the following serious declines and poor performance of American students in mathematics and science:

- "International comparisons of student achievement completed a decade ago reveal that on 19 academic tests American students were never first or second, and in comparison to other industrialized nations were last seven times."
- "The College Board (SAT) demonstrated a virtually unbroken decline from 1963-1980. Average mathematics scores dropped nearly 40 points."
- "Between 1975 and 1980 remedial mathematics courses in public 4-year colleges increased by 72 percent of all mathematics courses taught in those institutions."
- "College Board tests demonstrated consistent declines in physics (and English)"
- "There was a steady decline in science achievement scores of U.S. 17 year olds as measured by National Assessment of Science in 1969, 1973, 1977, " (and 1981).
The first IEA mathematics achievement tests in 1964 administered to twelve participating countries including the United States, Japan, England, Israel, Belgium, Finland, et al. demonstrated that overall, Japan ranked in the top three in mathematics of the countries represented. Whether one examines average scores for countries, the statistical distributions, the younger or older students sampled or the different subtests measured, Japanese students demonstrated high levels of mathematical achievement. (Burstein and Hawkins, 1986) In every comparison with Japan, students from the U.S. did very poorly. Furthermore, even the weakest mathematics students in Japan performed quite well in comparison to students from other countries. In the First IEA Mathematics Study, tests of mathematical concepts and operations were administered to four populations of students. These included:

(1) thirteen year olds from schools sampled in the various countries;
(2) all students who were enrolled in the classes where thirteen year olds were enrolled;
(3) students in their terminal secondary year who were taking mathematics; and
(4) students in their terminal secondary year not taking courses in mathematics in the sampled schools. (Husen, 1967 vol. 11)

My examination of the subtest scores provided in the data tables indicate the variability of the Japanese performance and the poor performance of American students. An examination of the scores for Group (1) revealed the fine performance of Japanese students in various dimensions and areas of mathematics. These Japanese thirteen year olds ranked first on: "lower processes," "verbal," "higher processes," "computational," "advanced arithmetic," "algebra," and "geometry;" second on "basic arithmetic," and third on "new mathematics." In contrast, American thirteen year olds in Group (1) ranked last and second
The first IEA mathematics achievement tests in 1964 administered to twelve participating countries including the United States, Japan, England, Israel, Belgium, Finland, et. al. demonstrated that overall, Japan ranked in the top three in mathematics of the countries represented. Whether one examines average scores for countries, the statistical distributions, the younger or older students sampled or the different subtests measured, Japanese students demonstrated high levels of mathematical achievement. (Burstein and Hawkins, 1986) In every comparison with Japan, students from the U.S. did very poorly. Furthermore, even the weakest mathematics students in Japan performed quite well in comparison to students from other countries. In the First IEA Mathematics Study, tests of mathematical concepts and operations were administered to four populations of students. These included:

1. thirteen year olds from schools sampled in the various countries;
2. all students who were enrolled in the classes where thirteen year olds were enrolled;
3. students in their terminal secondary year who were taking mathematics; and
4. students in their terminal secondary year not taking courses in mathematics in the sampled schools. (Husen, 1967 vol. 11)

My examination of the subtest scores provided in the data tables indicate, however, the variability of the Japanese performance and the poor performance of American students. An examination of the scores for Group (1) revealed the fine performance of Japanese students in various dimensions and areas of mathematics. These Japanese thirteen year olds ranked first on: “lower processes,” “verbal,” “higher processes,” “computational,” “advanced arithmetic,” “algebra,” and “geometry;” second on “basic arithmetic,” and third on “new mathematics.” In contrast, American thirteen year olds in Group (1) ranked last and second
from the bottom across the same subtests with the exception of "basic arithmetic" and "new mathematics" in which they ranked third from the bottom.

Examination of the subtest scores for Group (2) revealed essentially the same patterns and magnitudes with some improvement of the United States in "algebra" to a position of fourth from the bottom. For this population group, however, Japanese students received only one first place ranking in "algebra" and the remaining scores were distributed between second and third with a fourth place ranking in "new mathematics."

The subtest scores for Group (3), students in their terminal secondary year taking mathematics indicated some decrease in Japanese student performance ranging from second to eight place on subtests. Of particular note were Japan's sixth place ranking on "computation," "lower processes" and "logic," seventh in "analytical geometry," and eight place in "calculus." However, American students in Group (3) fell further behind receiving last place on all but three subtest.

The subtest scores for group (4) students in their terminal year not enrolled in mathematics courses revealed a stable performance among Japanese students. Japanese students consistently ranked among the top three across the subtest previously mentioned with the exception of a fourth place ranking in "analytical geometry." American students placed last on most subtests with the exception of "analytical geometry," "analysis," and "sets," in which they were second from the bottom among the participating countries.

The Second (IEA) International Mathematics Study

The Second International Mathematics Study sponsored by the IEA, and administered to twenty participating countries in 1982 is still under analysis and preparation for publication. Reports to date are not official, and the
reader is cautioned that the preliminary results presented might be subject to some changes in subsequent revisions of various documents from Japan and the United States.

The sample design of the study included two populations of students tested. These were: (1) all students in the grade in which most of the students had reached the age of thirteen by the middle of the school year and (2) all students in the terminal grade of secondary school taking mathematics as a classroom subject for approximately five hours per week. Parenthetically, for population (1) use of this criterion resulted in comparing seventh graders in Japan with eight graders in the United States.

Overall, the Japanese performance is impressive and consistent with earlier findings. Both populations of Japanese students, (13 year olds and students in their last grade of secondary school) were at least 10 percentage points above the international average and the United States average on the various subtests measured by the mathematics tests.

Preliminary results indicate that the Japanese 13 year olds were the highest in all areas while American 13 year olds were at the middle or below in 4 out of 5 areas. It was also reported that in this major international study, Japan chose to test students in the 7th grade instead of 8th grade which would have corresponded to the American sample, apparently because the test content was more suitable for 7th graders in Japan. Japanese 7th graders surpassed American 8th graders by 10-20 percentage points in mathematics.

The following table shows the striking average percent correct and rank order among the 20 participating countries by test content for American and Japanese 13 year old students: Table ( )
TABLE 1: Average percentage correct and rank order among the 20 participating countries by test content area for American and Japanese 13 year old students.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content Area</th>
<th>U.S. Average</th>
<th>International Rank</th>
<th>Japan Average</th>
<th>International Rank</th>
<th>Twenty Nations Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Table 15 of the summary report for the U.S. Second International Mathematics Study, 9/84 and Table 1.6 of the Mathematics Achievement of Secondary School Students-Second International Mathematics Study (National Report of Japan: Vol. 1) 9/81. Provided by the National Center for Educational Statistics to the U.S. Study of Education in Japan OERI/DDE.

Japanese 7th graders in all topics demonstrated the highest mathematical achievement. In the areas of "Arithmetic," "Algebra," "Geometry," "Statistics," and "Measurement," these 7th graders ranked number 1 internationally. The topics on "probability statistics," and "Measurement," showed relatively high performance. Compared to their own performance in other areas their performance in "Geometry" was lower.

In comparison United States eight grade students ranked as follows: "Arithmetic" 10th, "Algebra" 12th, "Geometry" 16th, "Statistics" 8th, and "Measurement" 18th, among the twenty participating nations. The American performance in "Geometry" and "Measurement" were especially low and should be of serious concern.

Japanese 7th graders were high on mathematical "Computation" and "Applications" but notably weaker in "Comprehension" and "Analysis" in comparison to their own performance on other tasks as noted by Table ( ).
The average percent of correct responses for Japanese 13 year-olds was (62.5%).

- Japanese 7th graders in mathematics made notable gains on topics that were specifically emphasized by instruction and curriculum during the school year demonstrating among other factors, the importance of the curriculum in Japan.

- In contrast U.S. 13 year olds (8th graders) gained less mathematics achievement over the school year. Associated with this finding, was the observation that instructional emphasis in U.S. Schools varied more; there were more differences between classrooms, and therefore curriculum and instruction were less consistent in quality.

- Japanese 12 grade students ranked second on "sets and relations" "number system," "probability and statistics" and "elementary functions/calculus." Within their high performance their scores were lower in geometry than in other areas. Their performance on "Computation" was high and in comparison to this, they were weaker in "Comprehension" and "Analysis". Within the Japanese 12th grade performance the following distribution was observed: Table ( ).

### Table ( ) Average Percent of Correct Responses of 13 year old Japanese Students by Content Topics and Behavioral Categories (Performance Tasks)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Computation</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Applications</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arithmetic</td>
<td>69.0</td>
<td>49.3</td>
<td>63.1</td>
<td>58.7</td>
<td>60.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td>65.2</td>
<td>52.5</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>59.2</td>
<td>60.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td>59.8</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>60.9</td>
<td>63.4</td>
<td>59.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability/Statistics</td>
<td>63.8</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>73.9</td>
<td>66.9</td>
<td>71.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurement</td>
<td>75.2</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>70.5</td>
<td>35.1</td>
<td>68.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>66.3</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>64.2</td>
<td>58.3</td>
<td>62.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Japanese 7th graders in mathematics made notable gains on topics that were specifically emphasized by instruction and curriculum during the school year demonstrating among other factors, the importance of the curriculum in Japan.

- In contrast U.S. 13 year olds (8th graders) gained less mathematics achievement over the school year. Associated with this finding, was the observation that instructional emphasis in U.S. Schools varied more; there were more differences between classrooms, and therefore curriculum and instruction were less consistent in quality.

- Japanese 12 grade students ranked second on "sets and relations" "number system," "probability and statistics" and "elementary functions/calculus." Within their high performance their scores were lower in geometry than in other areas. Their performance on "Computation" was high and in comparison to this, they were weaker in "Comprehension" and "Analysis". Within the Japanese 12th grade performance the following distribution was observed: Table ( ).
Table ( ) Average Percentage of Correct Responses by Content Areas and Behavioral Categories for Japanese Students in the Terminal Secondary Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Behavioral Category</th>
<th>Computation</th>
<th>Comprehension</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Analysis</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set &amp; Relations</td>
<td></td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>87.2</td>
<td>75.5</td>
<td>79.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number System</td>
<td></td>
<td>77.4</td>
<td>57.7</td>
<td>75.0</td>
<td>72.1</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algebra</td>
<td></td>
<td>84.1</td>
<td>68.3</td>
<td>72.6</td>
<td>65.4</td>
<td>75.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometry</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>61.5</td>
<td>56.3</td>
<td>57.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elementary Functions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculus &amp; Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>71.9</td>
<td>68.1</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>65.6</td>
<td>69.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability Statistics</td>
<td></td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>62.4</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>71.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite Mathematics</td>
<td></td>
<td>----</td>
<td>83.9</td>
<td>68.6</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>76.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>73.3</td>
<td>66.0</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>65.7</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


- In contrast, 12th grade U.S. students ranked 10th "set and relations," 12th in "number system," "geometry," and "probability statistics," and "elementary functions/calculus," and 14th "algebra," in comparison to the twenty participating nations. This poor performance should be of serious concern to American educators and the public alike.


For Japanese students in the 12th grade, there was improvement in all areas, including the performance tasks of "computation," "applications," "comprehension," and "applications and analysis."

- In Comparison there was a decline in U.S. eight grade achievement in mathematics between 1964 and 1984. This included a modest decline in end of the year performance in "algebra," "statistics," "measurement,"
and a greater decline in "arithmetic" and "geometry." (as measured by the First and Second Mathematics Studies 1964, 1982).

The performance of U.S. eight grade students declined in the performance tasks of "computation," "comprehension" and "applications and analysis." In these areas, the largest declines were in "comprehension" "applications and analysis" signaling a decline in higher cognitive levels.

There was some improvement for 12 grade students in the United States on "Sets and Relations" and on "Elementary Functions/Calculus."

Other results are difficult to interpret due to changes in the ratio of the age groups enrolled in college preparatory programs in the U.S. since the First Mathematics Study.

The methods by which Japanese children are instructed in mathematics differ from typical American teaching. Although more time within class is apparently spent on whole class instruction in Japanese elementary schools, cooperative learning is more evident and some scholars believe it is more "horizontal." It is hypothesized that children are encouraged to make connections across different meanings and ways of expressing the same ideas. Although this distinction is not widely referenced, it is well recorded. (Easley and Easley, 1983 in Burstein, and Hawkins p 118, U.S. Commissioned paper, 1986)

Japanese students spend considerably more time during elementary school years learning mathematics and are therefore exposed to more concepts and skills. (Time and Exposure) (Stevenson, Lucker et al 1982, Burstein U.S. Commissioned paper.)

The differences between Japanese and U.S. achievement in mathematics appears to increase with age from about 18 points for 15 year olds to
more than 26 points for 17 and older groups. (Harnish and Sato 1983, in press; in U.S. Commissioned Report, Burstein and Hawkins, 1986)

- Japan's outstanding performance in mathematics has continued through the 13 years between the First and Second International Mathematics studies.

- Within a given year of instruction, Japanese students demonstrate notable gains on topics specifically covered by the curriculum.

- Gender differences in performance are usually negligible at the earlier ages but favor boys at the older age levels.

- On mathematics items the Japanese particularly scored very high, "opportunity to learn" data indicates that both teachers and students report coverage of those items by instruction/curriculum. The similarities among these items further indicates they are not entirely "computational." Instead it appears that most of these items are concepts that involve teachable algorithms, and rules. Furthermore, it appears that if the Japanese have been taught to approach a particular kind of problem, most learn the concepts, or rules to solve it. (U.S. Commissioned Report, Burstein and Hawkins, 1986)

- Where there is little "opportunity to learn" in terms of coverage by instruction and curriculum, such as "square roots" "pythagorean theorem," "transformational geometry," performance (in Japan) is low.

- There is some indication that achievement on verbal items is less than that for computational items. (U.S. Commissioned Report; Burstein and Hawkins, 1986)

- 12 grade students in Japan with high achievement in mathematics rated the use of calculators and computers as mandatory for the learning of mathematics. (National Report of Japan, Volume I Second Mathematics Study, 1981)
In comparison the United States side of the Mathematics Study showed about one third of the 12th grade mathematics classes used calculators once or twice a week and about twenty percent of the mathematics classes in the USA "never used or were not allowed to use the calculators in class." (Second International Mathematic Study, Summary Report for the United States, May 1985)

In Japan, of the various variables examined in relation to achievement in mathematics, the variable having the strongest influence on student achievement for both 7th graders, and 12th graders, was the desire to go on to higher educational institutions. (National Report of Japan, Volume I, Second Mathematics Study, Japan 1981)

According to the National Report of Japan Volume I, 1981 "the relationship between growth in achievement and classroom processes or teaching methods...still needs further analysis."

Teaching Philosophy of Teachers

In the IEA Second International Mathematics Study, Japan, (National Report of Japan: Volume I, 1981) it was reported by Japan that the results indicate that: mathematics teachers in Japan can be classified into three types.

1. teachers who focus on logical thinking;
2. teachers who emphasize calculation;
3. teachers who emphasize interest and concern of students.

The results of the study of Japanese teachers did not indicate "a positive relation between student achievement and any particular kind of teacher in Japan."

Teacher Opinion of Teaching Content

According to the IEA Second Mathematics Study in Japan. (National
Report of Japan, Volume I, 1981) Japanese teachers are in agreement on the importance of emphasizing the "understanding and principles of rules of computation as well as understanding the process of solution."

Time Spent in Mathematics Instruction in the Classroom:

- Japanese students spend more time in school but seventh graders spend less time in the classroom receiving mathematics instruction than eighth grade students in the United States. In the Second (IEA) Mathematics Study, Japanese teachers reported that the official length of the school year was 240 days, compared to 180 days in the United States. It was reported in this empirical study by teachers, that Japanese students attend only 4 periods of classroom instruction in mathematics (during their six-day week) compared with 5 periods of mathematics instruction in the United States. An average classroom period for Japan and the United States in mathematics was reported to be 50 minutes.

- According to Kenneth Travers, Chairman of the International Mathematics Committee of the Second Mathematics Study "the average time spent on eight-grade math instruction in the United States (145 hours per year) is comparable to that in most other countries...Japanese students spend only about 100 hours in math even though they have 240 school days, compared with our 180. Moreover, class size is about 40 students in Japan, whereas in the United States it is about 26." (Travers, K. "Eight Grade Math: An International Study", (Principal, September, 1985)

- According to Travers, the IEA Second Mathematics study showed that four distinct kinds mathematics classes exist in the U.S. at the eight grade level which may be affecting the high school mathematics
performance of these students. These include: remedial classes, enriched classes, algebra classes and "typical classes." Differences in mathematics coverage of these classes may be interfering with student achievement in mathematics and high school preparation. For example, in remedial classes, math exposure is limited and not much is taught beyond arithmetic which is learned to a limited degree. These students are not prepared for high school mathematics. At the other end, Algebra students do very well and are not sufficiently challenged by the typical high school mathematics curriculum in the U.S. (Travers, K. "Mathematics Achievement in U.S. Schools: Preliminary Findings From the Second IEA Mathematics Study "Phi Delta Kappen, February 1985.)

In mathematics classes in the U.S. most of the student time was spent on "seatwork," "blackboard work" and attending to oral presentations (lectures) and "explanations." (U.S. Report, Second Mathematics Study, 1985)

- Intended curriculum - According to Travers: "From the perspective of other nations, the eight-grade mathematics curriculum in the U.S. looks more like a program of studies for the end of elementary school than for the beginning of high school. Our curriculum appears to be dominated by topics in arithmetic and measurement rather than by the study of algebra and geometry." (Kappan, 1985)

- Implemented curriculum - According to Travers: "One clear finding of the study is that there is a great diversity in mathematics taught in U.S. schools at the eight grade level." (Kappan, 1985)
THE DALLAS TIMES HERALD STUDY

An international study of achievement in mathematics, science and geography was commissioned by the Dallas Times Herald (1983) to determine the extent which sixth grade students from seven other countries compared with students from the United States. The comparison countries included: Japan, Sweden, Australia, England, Canada, France, Switzerland, (and the United States). The tests used to measure the "relative achievement" of sixth grade students were developed by four prominent educators including: Nobel Prize-winning scientist Glenn T. Seaborg, the developer of the science test; Stephen Willoughby, President of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, author of math textbooks the developer of the mathematics test; Gilbert White of the National Academy of Science, former President of the Association of American Geographers and developer of the geography test, and Joseph Stoltman, a professor at Western Michigan University and Chairman of the Commission on Education, International Geographical Union.

The Dallas Times Herald Staff administered the tests to students in sampled schools selected by the participating foreign government and in some cases by leading foreign newspapers in the countries represented. Following test development, the tests were translated into the respective appropriate foreign languages. Over 600 students were tested with between 50 and 145 sixth graders representing each country.

The tests, designed to measure broad educational goals rather than specific information from the curricula of the various countries represented what four educational experts ascertained as important knowledge the average 12 year-old child growing up in a technological society should be able to demonstrate. As
a result the majority of the questions required students to problem solve and think rather than simply to recall factual information.

According to The Dallas Times Herald staff writers, Japanese 12 year-old student did twice as well as the American Students in mathematics and significantly out-performed students from all the other countries. The United States students finished last in mathematics.

In science, sixth grade students from Sweden achieved a first place ranking with Japan placing fifth and the United States ranking sixth out of the eight participating countries.

The results of the geography test indicated that Japan received the lowest percentage correct scores ranking last, and was surpassed by the United State's attainment of a fifth place ranking out of eight participating countries. Table ( ).

Table ( ) Percentage of Correct Answers Among 12 Year-Olds Taking Test In Each Country.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MATH</th>
<th>SCIENCE</th>
<th>GEOGRAPHY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>England</td>
<td>37.8</td>
<td>Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>35.8</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td>U.S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switz</td>
<td>31.0</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>Switz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Achievement in Science

The overall achievement of Japanese students in science has been very admirable.

Although the results of the previously described Dallas Times Herald Study indicated Japanese sixth grade students (ranking fifth) and American sixth grade students (ranking sixth) were close in science performance, the gap in science performance between Japan and the United States has been demonstrated at some other age levels; in various subject areas of science and in kinds of performance tasks e.g. "Information," "Understanding," "Applications," and "Higher Processes." The consistency of the overall Japanese performance has been demonstrated in the following two major international studies of science achievement sponsored by the IEA. It should also be noted that within the Japanese performance there is some variability of performance at the 14-year-old level. However, because of the high average scores obtained by this population, it has been posited that even the poorest scoring Japanese students probably compared quite well to students from other nations. There is no statistical information provided by Coomber and Keeves on this point.

The First IEA International Science Study

The First IEA International Science Study as described by Coomber and Keeves (1973), examined the performance characteristics of students from nineteen countries. These countries included Belgium, England, the Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, Hungary, Japan, Sweden, the United States, Thailand and others. Science performance was tested in "Biology," "Earth Science and Chemistry," and "Physics," and in the performance tasks of "Information," "Understanding," "Applications," and "Higher Processes." The
population of students sampled included 10-year-olds, (population I), 14-year-olds (population II) and all students in the last year of secondary school, designated as (population IV). Japan did not participate at all three population levels examined but chose only to participate in the ten-year-old, and 14-year-old testing (populations I and II).

According to Burstein and Hawkins (1986), Japan's excellent performance in science was well demonstrated. Their review of the First IEA Science Study showed that "the average performance for Japanese 10-year-olds was 5 points higher than the international mean and about 3.5 points higher than the next highest scoring country, (Sweden). According to these researchers, Japan's performance was also quite homogenous for this younger age group (p 29).

In comparison, although, the average score for United States 10-year-olds was above the international average, the dispersion of scores within the United States was also the highest among the nations tested.

Data for the 14-year-old group in Japan revealed an average score of 31.2 approximately 9 points higher than the international average. At this age level the variability of Japan's scores according to Burstein and Hawkins (1986) "was the largest among the participating nations.

Antonoplos' (1986) analysis of the standardized subtest scores from the primary data tables provided by Coomber and Keeves (1973) in the First IEA Science Study indicated:


Antonoplos' examination of the data for 10 and 14 year-old students in Japan by behavioral objectives (or kinds of performance tasks) indicated that:


Parenthetically, Antonoplos has noted that the Japanese performance for:

- 14-year-olds in "Biology," (.46) was clearly surpassed by Hungary (.73) and by Thailand (.64) one of the defined "Developing Countries" in the First IEA Science Study.

Furthermore, the Japanese performance for:

- 10-year-olds on "Information" (.22) was clearly surpassed by Thailand (.47), Belgium (.32) and Sweden (.24).

- 14-year-olds on "Information" (.24) was very notably surpassed by Hungary (.99).
Contrary to public opinion, Antonoplos, (1986) Burstein and Hawkins (1986) have concluded that the narrow stereotyped perception of Japanese students as information memorizers with little comprehension or inferential thinking is quite inaccurate. The data on science achievement show Japanese students are even more able in "Understanding," "Applications," and "Higher Processes" than they are in "Information" accumulation.

Other Relevant Findings: Sex Differences

The data from the First IEA Science Study (1973), demonstrated that:

- Sex differences in science achievement were characteristic of all the participating nations in the study. In Japan girls performed very well in comparison to boys and girls from other nations. For example, at age 10, Japanese girls ranked second to Japanese boys in "Biology," "Earth Sciences" and third (after boys from Japan and the U.S.) in "Physics." At age 14, Japanese girls ranked fourth in "Biology," "Chemistry," and fifth in "Physics." (Burstein and Hawkins 1986).

- (Girls from Hungary ranked higher than girls from Japan in "Biology" and "Chemistry," and surpassed boys from the United States on every subtest!)

The Second International Science Study

The Second International Science Study was conducted by the International Association for Educational Achievement in 1982. Only preliminary findings are available as the data is currently being analyzed by Japan, the United States and other participating nations and reports as yet have not been published. Comparative data on the rankings of participating countries as yet have not been released.
It is the opinion of this author that a caveat is in order with respect to the interpretation of the United States data. The United States side of this major international study was plagued by an inordinately low response rate (less than 50%). Most social scientists do not accept a response rate lower than 75%. As a result of the low response rate, considerable debate has been stimulated as to the feasibility of proceeding with the analysis and interpretation of the United States data. However, the United States IEA team in an additional study has found no significant difference between respondees and non-respondees suggesting the two populations are similar and the data is reliable.

Although this problem, in the opinion of this author cannot be completely circumvented, this author has attempted to use "multiple measures" where possible from other respected and relevant large scale data bases such as: The National Assessment of Educational Progress and the High School and Beyond Study (Japan and the United States) to buttress the potentially weakened United States data and empirically demonstrate characteristics and trends in science achievement among United States students.

Twenty-six nations participated in Second IEA Science Study including: Australia, Canada, China, Finland, Hungary, Israel, Italy, Japan, Singapore, Korea, Norway, Thailand, the United States, the Phillipines, Zimbabwe and others.

Three populations of students were examined. These were: 10-year-olds, (population I), 14-year-olds (population II), and 12th grade students (population III).

In order to obtain data on science education and the performance characteristics of Japanese and United States students, this author wrote the specifications for a commissioned research study titled "An Analysis and Comparison
of Science Education in Japan and the United States, and assembled a research team under contract headed by Willard Jacobson, Director of the IEA Second Science Study, USA, that included Shigeo Kojima, Director, Research Center for Science Education, National Institute for Educational Research, Japan, Rodney Doran, Associate Research Coordinator, Second IEA Science Study, USA, Shigekazu Takemura, Professor of Science Education, Hiroshima University, Japan, Maso Miyake, Associate Coordinator, Second IEA Science Study, Japan, and Eva Humrich, Research Assistant, Second IEA Science Study, USA.

The following major findings were reported by this research group:
(Jacobson, et al. 1986)

- Differences in science achievement between United States and Japanese students appear to increase as one progresses up the educational ladder. At the fifth grade level, the average score of correct responses on the core achievement test were about equal. At the ninth grade level Japanese students had about two more items correct. At the 12 grade level, Japanese students had a notable seven more items correct than United States students.

- Japanese students tend to achieve better than U.S. students on questions identified as measuring science process skills (process skills include such skills to measure or classify in order to carry out inquiries in science).

The greatest difference in science achievement between Japanese and American students favoring the Japanese performance is as the 12-grade level in physics. This should be of serious concern to science educators and the American public.
Sex differences in science achievement do occur in Japan and the United States, but the differences between male and female achievement in science are substantially less in Japan than in the United States.

Japanese students spend more time studying in general, and especially spend more time on science education than do students in the United States.

There is some evidence that Japanese elementary school children have more frequent concrete laboratory type experiences than do United States elementary school children. There is "some evidence" that United States secondary students have more concrete laboratory type experiences than do Japanese students.

In Japan and the United States, variables correlating highly with science achievement are: "the number of books in the home," and "whether or not I like science."

Japanese "Science Education Centers" are important institutions for in-service teacher education in science and for unique science experiences for students. In the United States there are limited comparable institutions that perform these functions.

It has been observed that:

The Japanese procedure of starting the school year in April, followed by the summer vacation allows the same teacher to both assign, and discuss the summer assignment and then evaluate the work when the children return to school. One American observer has concluded that the summer homework evaluated by the same teacher as the students had in the spring may be the reason why students in Japan do not forget half of what they learned during the year.
Characteristics And Trends In United States Science Achievement From Other Data Sources

The following findings from other data sources that include: The National Assessment of Educational Progress and the High School and Beyond Study (United States and Japan) appear to support some of the findings of the Second IEA Science Study, especially as regards science "process" achievement in the United States.

In the 1981-1982 National Assessment:

- There was a decline of 4.2% on scientific method skills involving the design of science experiments, the results support the observation that United States students are having fewer inquiry (and process) experiences. (Hueftle S. Rakow, 1983 p 14)

- Less than 40% of the students answered correctly on process items testing critical examination of theory and scientific work. (Hueftle S. Rakow, 1983 p 39)

- "There are two areas in which 9 year olds, declines from 1977 to 1982 on Inquiry items are significant; drawing conclusions from data (a significant decline of 2.8%) and scientific method (a significant 4.2% decline). (NAEPERS, 1983 ID:4004)

- "Among the science content areas Process methods appear to create problems for Black students; the deficit was 17 percentage points at age 9; 13 points at age 13; and 19 points at age 17." (NAEPERS, 1982 ID:3345).

- "Males consistently had more science related experiences than females; at all three age levels (9, 13, 17) male average was 4-5, percentage points above that of females." (NAEPERS, 1979 ID:5166)
"Out of all science assessment areas, the most consistent declines for age 13 between 1976 and 1981 were found in student's perception of the value of science." (NAEPIRS 1983, ID:4137)

"Of the 13 year olds, 73% said they were sometimes, always or often bored in their science classes and a majority said they didn't like to go and felt unsuccessful." (NAEPIRS 1983, ID:4128)

"Both 17 year old males and females declined significantly in science content achievement between 1977 and 1982: Males declined by 2.2% and females by 1.7%." (NAEPIRS 1983, ID:4211)

"At age 17, males outsored females on process skill items by 14%. Between 1977 and 1982 males declined by 2.7 and females by 2.0%." (NAEPIRS 1983, ID:4224)

Students in United States high schools had considerably less course work in science (and mathematics) than students in Japan. In Japan, all students took at least "one course each in science (and mathematics) each year in upper secondary school." In the United States school districts for the most past required 1.6 credits in science and (1.7 credits in mathematics) for graduation. (Center for Statistics Bulletin, May 1984)
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ARE THERE DIFFERENCES IN MENTAL ABILITY (I.Q.) BETWEEN JAPANESE AND AMERICAN STUDENTS?

FINDINGS: MENTAL ABILITY

One of the most controversial research findings was proposed by Richard Lynn (1982). In an attempt to explain the academic success of Japanese children he proposed that differences between Japanese and American children were due to differences in cognitive (mental) ability such as I.Q. Lynn concluded that the average I.Q. of Japanese children exceeded their American counterparts by 11 points and that at I11, "the average I.Q. in Japan is the highest recorded for a national population by a considerable order of magnitude." (Lynn, 1982 p 223)

Lynn's conclusions have been seriously questioned by other scholars for a variety of methodological reasons. That include the ways in which he conducted his research and analysis procedures. (Stevenson and Azuma, 1983, Flynn 1983, Vining 1983) Furthermore, other researchers e.g. Stevenson et.al. in their investigations of differences in cognitive (mental) ability among Japanese, and American children were not able to support Lynn's conclusion. These scholars have concluded that although some differences occurred in mathematics, similarities not differences best describe the cognitive functions of Japanese and American children. Moreover, when differences were found, they did not always favor the Japanese performance:

Stevenson, Stigler, Lee and Lucker found:

- Other Asians were quite superior on tasks assessing serial memory for numbers, however, this superiority did not extend to words.
- Japanese children received consistently low scores on memory tasks involving verbal materials. Other Asians and American children did better on memory tasks than Japanese children at the fifth grade level and on serial memory for words at the first and fifth grade levels.
Japanese children at both first grade and fifth grade scored highest on auditory memory tasks.
FINDINGS: OTHER CHARACTERISTICS

Self Concept:

- Japanese responses to items about self-worth and satisfaction are lower than Americans. Less than one-third of Japanese students sampled agreed with statements of self-worth. In contrast, 80% of U.S. students responded positively to the same items (p. 89).

- Japanese students, even though performing very well in mathematics were prone to consider school mathematics very hard, and have a low opinion of their ability in mathematics than students from other countries. (Burstein and Hawkins, 1986) These findings are difficult to interpret as there are cultural tendencies toward humility and self-critical behavior in Japan.

- A true difference in self concept may be difficult to ascertain between American and Japanese students. The Japanese as a group may be highly self critical, because of cultural learning or their attitudes might truly indicate reactions to the pressures of the educational and examination system. In comparison, the responses of U.S. students are often likely to exhibit overconfidence, and self-assurance, because American society highly values free expressions and assertiveness.

Locus of Control

The "locus of control" construct is a way of understanding whether the elements that account for one's behaviors and performance are under one's personal control (intrinsic to the individual) or external, (pressures from the outside environment) Current methods of understanding locus of control, is through the ways people attribute success and failure.
Across time and age groups empirical research results in this area is conflicting. Some studies have found that Japanese students tend to feel that mankind has control over its own destiny, while U.S. students judge mankind as being under the control of environmental forces. Other studies, have shown that: Japanese students attribute success to "good luck" twice as much as American students and a higher percentage (77%) of American students agree "what happens is my own doing" compared to 59% percent in Japan. (Burstein and Hawkins, 1986)

It may be that the cultural perspective and situational context influences the results on locus of control.
Homework

Utilizing data from the High School and Beyond Study of high school seniors in the U.S. and in Japan, Fetters, Owings, Suter, and Takai (1983) found:

- the "typical Japanese student spends more time on homework than the typical American student." (p. 9)

In the United States, 27 percent of all seniors committed at least 5 hours per week on homework. In Japan, 65 percent committed at least 5 hours per week and 36 percent of Japanese high school seniors committed over 10 hours a week as compared to 6 percent of American seniors.

Stevenson, Lee and Stigler, (1986) in their study of Japanese and American children found that American children spend less time on homework than do Japanese children at the first grade, fifth grade levels and notably, both groups spent much less time on homework than Japanese children on weekends. Mothers estimates of homework for these groups indicated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>14 minutes/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 5</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>46 minutes/day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Weekends:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Grade 1 &amp; 5</th>
<th>Japan</th>
<th>United States</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1 &amp; 5</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>07 Saturdays/minutes/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 1 &amp; 5</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11 Sundays/minutes/day</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Stevenson et. al. further concluded that Japanese mothers gave more help to their children when doing homework than did American mothers. In addition, there were unobtrusive indicators of Japanese "parental concern" for the accomplishment of homework such as: 98 percent of the Japanese but only 63 percent of the American children had a desk at home. When children were not
directly engaged in homework, 58 percent of Japanese mothers encouraged their fifth graders to practice solving problems in workbooks made available to them by their parents. In comparison, only 28 percent of American mothers reported purchasing workbooks (in mathematics) for their children.

Preliminary analysis of the IEA Second Mathematics Study with regards to the question of "homework" based on teacher estimates by analysts of the Center for Statistics, OERI (Chen, 1985) is somewhat conflicting. The findings indicate: teacher estimates suggest United States students are assigned more homework than are Japanese students. Japanese teachers assigned an average of 1.7 hours per week in mathematics. In comparison, U.S. teachers estimated they assigned an average of 2.6 hours per week. 95 percent of the Japanese teachers stated they required 3 hours or less homework in mathematics. In comparison, 83 percent of the U.S. teachers required 3 hours or less of mathematics homework per week.

The analysis of student data from the Second Mathematics Study, however, indicated that the typical student in Japan and the United States spend about the equal amount of time on mathematics homework assigned at school. Both Japanese and American students reported working an average 2.6 hours per week on mathematics homework. It should be noted, however, that 12 percent of the United States students sampled reported they did not spend any time on mathematics homework, whereas only 3 percent of the Japanese students reported that they did not do any homework in mathematics.

When the homework variable is examined with respect to the extent of tutoring received, a different picture emerges, especially in Japan. Students report they work an average of 2.1 hours per week for the extra mathematics tutoring they receive. In comparison, United States students work an average of 0.4 hours per week for extra tutoring received in mathematics. Furthermore,
82 percent of the United States students said they had very little or no tutoring in mathematics. In Japan, however, only 37 percent of the students said they had very little or no tutoring in mathematics.

According to the Center for Statistics analysts, when the hours for tutoring and homework are combined, Japanese 7th grade students work an average of 4.7 hours per week on mathematics outside of the formal school. In comparison, United States 8th grade students average 2.9 hours per week for those same conditions.

Furthermore, Rohlen (1983) calls attention to newspaper accounts in Japan reporting empirical data that high school seniors spend an average of 7.5 hours per day over the summer vacation (doing homework) in preparation for post secondary entrance examinations.

In a series of interviews with principals, head teachers and subject matter teachers conducted in several elementary and lower secondary schools in Tokyo and Nagoya Japan regarding the question of the extent and amount of homework, Antonoplos (1985) concluded there was considerable variation (almost no pattern) in the amount of assigned homework by teachers in Japan. Some teachers assigned 1-2 hours of homework per week; some assigned twenty minutes; some did not assign any homework at all! However, the critical variable which emerged in these interviews and discussions was that students in Japan because of their own "gambura" (perseverance) did unassigned homework. That is whether homework was assigned or not, they did school work at home on their own, practicing diligently and learning solutions etc. to problems and mastering informational content. The fact that students are given their textbooks in Japan further amplified this situation, especially over the summer months because many of them continued to review what they had been exposed to, and learn what had not been covered in the classroom. (Antonoplos, 1985)
The seriousness of the lack of homework on the United States side is further indicated by data from the National Assessment of Educational Progress (1985) in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Homework</th>
<th>1980 Percent of Students</th>
<th>1984 Percent of Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age 13: None assigned</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not do it</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1 hour</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 hours</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 2 hours</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 17: None assigned</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did not do it</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 1 hour</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-2 hours</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 2 hours</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The importance of homework as a factor associated with educational achievement has been empirically demonstrated. According to the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), the extent of assigned homework has been increasing over recent years in the United States, and it appears that there is a positive correlation between performance in such areas as reading proficiency and the amount of homework a student does. This relationship is stronger at the 17 year old level than at earlier age levels. (NAEP, Reading Report Card, 1985), although it has been reported that at the 4th grade, 8th grade, and 11 grade levels, U.S. students who completed up to 2 hours of homework achieved above the national average in reading. Students who did not respond to homework requirements tended to be poorer readers. (NCES, The Conditions of Education, 1985 p. 55)
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The Youth Affairs Administration, Management and Coordination Agency of the Prime Minister's Office, Japan conducts periodic descriptive surveys of the characteristics, attitudes and perceptions of Japanese youth and participates in international surveys of this nature with other industrialized countries. Empirical data, therefore, rather than conjecture is available and provides a unique view of Japanese student non-cognitive characteristics.

Youth Population Characteristics:

Of the total 120 million population of Japan, 43.5 million or 36.4% are youth between the ages of 0 to 24. In this youth population, males number 22.3 million and females 21.3 million. The male population is greater than that of the female youth population by more than one million at a ratio of 105:100. When the distributions are examined by age groups, the ten-year old group is the largest. The reason for this apparent concentration is attributed to the "Second Baby Boom" which followed the "First Baby Boom" after World War II. The distributions also reveal a sharp decline following the 17 year-old age group explained by a smaller birth rate in 1966. Trend data indicate that the youth population fluctuated between 40 million and 50 million since 1947. The ratio of youth to the total population then changed significantly. In
1950, it attained a ratio of 55% of the total population and since then has consistently declined each year to 36% of the total population as of 1983. Because of this, Japan is now described as a country with a small ratio of youth population. (The Prime Minister’s Office: The Rising Younger Generation in Japan '85, March, 1985).

The following empirical data reported on youth perceptions and attitudes regarding: outlook on life and society, family, schooling, problems and influences, was made available by the Prime Minister’s office of Japan and the Japanese Embassy, Washington, D.C. It is remarkably objective in reporting responses as obtained from Japanese youth in comparison to other participating nations in the surveys represented. Where inferences are offered, they represent conclusions of the Prime Minister’s staff responsible for the surveys, and are so identified. Where inferences are suggested by this author, they will be underscored.

Outlook on Life and Society

In a survey conducted of eleven nations by the Japanese Government, Japanese youth responded to the question “what do you want most out of life?” with the answer, “sincerity and love between myself and others” and in response to the question regarding “man’s nature?”, 33% of these youth took the fundamental position that man’s nature was essentially “bad” (evil). This was notably the largest percentage of any of the eleven nations. In response to the question: “would you speak to a stranger who had lost his way and needed help?”, at 31.9%, Japan was the lowest of the nations who would speak to a stranger to be helpful. According to Naka (1977) Japanese youth “are lacking in spirit of positive helpfulness toward others. When dissatisfaction with society is considered, a great number of Japanese youth in comparison to those in western countries complain of a tendency in Japan to produce “stereotype men, who act as they are told.” (Naka, 1977, p. 39)
Dissatisfaction with society may be further indicated by the extent to which Japanese youth appear to value their country. In response to the question: "are you prepared to sacrifice your own interest for your country?" The Japanese ratio of 16.3% was the lowest among the participating countries. In comparison, the United States was among the highest, 60.0% responding affirmatively.

In response to the question "are you proud of your country?", 70% of the youth in Japan responded affirmatively, while 100% in the United States responded as such. However, in response to the question: "would you like to do something useful for your country?", the majority of the western nations including the United States (80%) responded yes, while only 40% of the Japanese youth expressed positive inclination or interest. In fact, the ratio of "society-oriented responses" was lowest among Japanese youth, 36.5% (next to West Germany 27.9%, the lowest) while youth in the United States at 55.5% was the third highest in society orientation among the nations participating in the survey. (1984, Outline Japan's Third World Survey)

Youth across the comparison countries have preferred life styles. A high number of youth in general, report they "want to live as they please including Japanese students at 40% - 50%. The next most desirable life style reported by Japanese students was "I want to be affluent" at 38%. The number of students identifying "having social status", or to contribute to society received the lowest ratings by Japanese students. In fact the intention "to contribute to society" received the lowest ranking by Japanese students of all the comparison countries. (1984 Outline Third World Survey)

Regarding the question of "happiness" in most countries, youth reported they "feel most happy" when "I am with my family." In Japan, the number choosing this alternative was small and the number choosing the alternative "to
contribute to society" was lowest in Japan in comparison to the USA and other countries. (1984 Outline Third World Survey)

Perceptions of Parents and Satisfaction With Home Life

In the 1984 Third World Survey conducted by the Prime Minister’s Office, the comparison nations included: the United Kingdom, France, the Republic of Germany, Switzerland, Sweden, Korea, and the United States. The sample surveyed included approximately 11,000 youth.

Although Japanese youth were in the middle of the comparison distribution on the extent of "disagreement between self and parents, since the previous survey conducted by Japan, the incidence of "serious disagreement" gained from 15.8% to 19.2%. The areas of disagreement reported across all the participating countries were primarily reported in the "outlook on life" category and "relationships with the opposite sex."

Japanese students differed from others in regards to the ideal image of "father" and "mother."

In most of the countries represented, 70% - 90% perceive the role of the father as one who places "family before job." In Japan, this perception of the father was less acceptable at 48.2%. The "job father" who "puts his job before home and family" was more popular in Japan. Since the last survey, the Prime Minister's Office has noted a decrease in the popularity of the "job father" from 33.0% to 22.6%. A permissive father who "lets children do what they want to do" was most acceptable to Japanese students but not to students from western nations. Furthermore, Japanese students identified the dominating type of father as the most unacceptable among all of the countries surveyed.

With respect to the role of the mother, the "friendly mother," was expressed as most favorable in all the countries at a response rate of 90%, however, the "strict mother," was more popular in Japan than in the United
States and in Western European countries. In Japan, the "permissive mother" ("who lets her children do whatever they want") at 5.1% was the highest of all the participating countries, and the "dominating" mother was rated as least popular by Japanese students.

Among the countries participating in the Third World Survey, general satisfaction with homelife was rated high at about 90% with the exception of Japan (and Korea) where it ranged in the 70's. The reasons offered by Japanese students were:

- "parents don't understand me;"
- "too much tension at home;" and
- "don't have enough income."

Differential relationships were reported with parents by Japanese students. These were described as "not to had" with mother, however, relationships with "father" were described as thin or shaky. Among those not getting along with parents in Japan, the highest number were characterized by lower and upper secondary school students. The Prime Minister's Office concluded from the data, that the proportion of dissatisfaction with home life increases with the age of students.

In an examination of the extent to which students participate in "joint activities with parents" reported (by parents) in the Survey of International comparisons on Youth and Family, 1982 by the Prime Minister's Office, Japan, Japanese students were second from the bottom in reported participatory activities with parents. The activities included: indoor games, 27.4%, walking sports, 41.2%, cinema theater, 11.7%, travel, 34.6%. (Note: According to this international survey, the Japanese received the lowest participation scores on the extent to which parents see themselves as a "valuable help with studies."

Compared to Japanese students, Students from the United States ranked high on the participation with parents variables with the exception of "walking sports" which they ranked fourth internationally. Furthermore, when asked:
"whom do you consult regarding your troubles and worries?", Japanese students rate friends highest at 52.9%, mother second at 35.7%, colleagues third at 17.9% and father fourth at 17.8%.

In contrast, United States students rank: mother first at 58.9%, brothers and sisters second at 39.9%, father third at 35.1% and friends fourth at 27.1%. (Notably, Japanese students rank brothers and sisters last among the response categories at 15.1%) (source: 1984 Outline, Third World Survey, Prime Minister's Office, Japan)

Problems of home and family discipline reported by parents reflecting some differences in parent perceptions of student characteristics between Japan and the United States are evident in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem</th>
<th>Percent Response</th>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Percent Response</th>
<th>Rank</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do not study</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disobedient</td>
<td>10.3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not clear what children are thinking of:</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At loss, how to discipline</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matters to do with children's friends</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistencies in parent/school discipline</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parents reporting having children with problems</td>
<td>42.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems attributed to mother's employment</td>
<td>57.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data on problems of home and family discipline indicate that Japanese and American parents tend to be in agreement on three very pressing problems: motivation to study, disobedience and parental understanding of "what children are thinking of." It is also apparent that Japanese parents rank the importance of motivation to study (rank 1) higher than do American parents, (rank 3) demonstrating in an empirical sense, parental concern with achievement orientation and its primary role in child behavior. Of noteworthy attention in the table, are differences in "inconsistencies in parent/school discipline" reported by parents in Japan (3.1%) and parents in America (8.6%). Although the rankings are similar, the data suggests this is much less of a problem in Japan than it is in the United States.

Furthermore, more Japanese parents report having children "with problems" (42.1%) than do American parents (28.8%) and a higher proportion attribute the etiology of these problems to "mothers employment (57.7%) in Japan than in the United States (28.8%). (1982, Prime Ministers Office, Comparison Youth and Family, Japan)

Attitudes Toward Schooling

According to the recent 1984 Third World Survey, Prime Minister's Office, Japan, general satisfaction with school life characterized most of the participating countries with the exception of Japan. The satisfaction ratio was lowest in Japan of all countries at a combined satisfaction index of 65.2%. In contrast, the reported percentage of satisfaction with school life of American students was 96.1%. The following table indicates the percentages of "satisfaction" and "dissatisfaction" among the nations participating in the survey:
Satisfaction with school life

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Satisfied 50(%)</th>
<th>Dissatisfied 50(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S.A</td>
<td>57.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>54.7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. Germany</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>19.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>31.8</td>
<td>9.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>32.1</td>
<td>21.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In an examination of the elements of satisfaction with school life, it was noted that Japanese students reported they were more satisfied with "friends and clubs" (over 50%) than with "lessons" "teachers," and classroom atmosphere, (30%). Comparative data for other countries including the United States was not available on these variables. (1982, Prime Minister's Office, Outline White Paper on Youth, Japan)

It has been concluded that the dissatisfaction of youth in Japan to some extent reflects their perceptions of inherent archaic values or "the old fashioned
characteristics of schools" which according to Naka, a large number of Japanese students compared to those in other nations complain. (Naka, 1977, p.39)

The proportion of students reporting they had gained "general knowledge," "basic knowledge" and found "close friends" in school was high in all countries. However, the proportion of Japanese students identifying finding "close friends" increased significantly from the previous survey (42.3% to 52.9%) suggesting to this author, an emerging peer group orientation and cohesiveness beyond the general "group membership" encouraged by Japanese schooling. (1984 Prime Minister's Office, Third World Survey, Japan)

In addition, "when I am with my friends" was the response rated highest by Japanese students to the question: "when do you feel most happy?" the increasingly emotional investment in "friends" by Japanese students was also indicated by the response of Japanese students to the question: "whom do you consult regarding (your) troubles and worries?" The results of Japanese students compared with American students were:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Friends</th>
<th>USA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>48.9%</td>
<td>Friends 39.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>35.7%</td>
<td>Bros. &amp; Sis. 39.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>58.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 1984 Third World Survey Prime Minister's Office, Japan

The data challenge previous conceptions of Japanese youth reported by Vogel (1955) that youth place family relations first more often than any other activity, and call attention to Cumming's assertion of a distinct "youth stage" in Japan similar to that in Western societies. This author concludes that this may not be a "stage" as envisioned by Cummings but appears to be emerging youth culture with unique psychodynamic characteristics unlike that of Western societies on variables described in this report. Furthermore this "youth culture" is beginning to challenge the very fabric of Japanese society.
The desire to continue learning after school was higher in Japan than in the United States and European nations at 88.0% responding affirmatively. In most countries including Japan, students rated "personal efforts" (first) and "personal ability" (second), as the key factors explaining success in school. In Japan, the proportion of those attributing academic success to "educational background" was very low (7.8%). Attributing academic success to "luck or chance" was also surprisingly higher in Japan than any of the other participating nations. (47.3%) (1984, Prime Minister's Office Third World Survey)

With regards to subject matter, or teaching content, 44.1% of Japanese high school students report they "can keep pace with all lessons," while 52.3% reported they cannot keep pace with particular learning material.

26.2% of fifth and sixth graders, in a sample of Japanese elementary and lower secondary schools claim to be able to understand "almost all" of the lesson contents; 40.3% report being able to understand approximately two thirds of the lesson contents; 27.4% "can understand about half;" and 5.5% of these students report they can understand about one third of the lesson content or "can understand hardly anything." (Prime Minister's Office, Outline of 1982 White Paper on Youth p.5)
Problems of Youth

In Japan, the Juvenile Law specifies that youth under twenty years of age are given differential consideration as juveniles when they have committed crimes "different from the adult crimes." (Prime Minister's Office, 1985)

In the year 1983, juveniles "receiving guidance from the police" for criminal acts as defined by the criminal law were 196,783 (18.8 persons per 1000 same age population). Excluded from these crimes was manslaughter due to negligence.

This ratio was 6.5 times larger than crimes for adults.

The following kinds of youth criminal offenses were reported:

- Theft accounted for three-fourths of these offenses. The highest ranked was "motorcycle and bicycle theft" followed by "shoplifting". Examined by age group 14 and 15 year olds were the most prevalent offenders. It appears from the data that these kinds of offenses in Japan diminish as students get older. When analyzed by gender, males accounted for 79.2% while females accounted for 20.8%.

- School and family violence.

The second major category identified by the Prime Minister's Office, Japan, were the "current problems" of school and family violence. School violence is defined by Japan as "the term for accidents occurred at lower and upper secondary schools against teachers and fights among students or demonstrations of group dignity as well as destruction of school facilities and equipment. Also included are out of school violence crimes whose causes and motivations were closely related to the school." (Prime Minister's Office, 1985, The Rising Younger Generation in Japan).
The proportion of school violence cases attended to by police was about 2,125. It was reported that "guided students" numbered 8,751 in 1983. The data examined by school level showed that most of the infractions (2,035) were committed by lower secondary school students, and supports other data (secondary source accounts) of the greater frequency of problems at the lower secondary school level.

According to the Prime Minister's Office, Japan (1982) school violence included destruction and dirtying of school property, and acts of bullying the weak and ostracizing classmates. These acts occur in about 60 percent of lower secondary schools in cities. The reasons cited were: to retaliate against warnings and severe discipline reactions to school discipline policy and ways of conducting lessons (9.8%) and to show off (6.7%). (Prime Minister's Office, 1982, White paper on Youth)

Many writers in the popular press, and some scholars attribute these problems to stress and anxiety caused by the examination system or "examination hell," and the pressures to perform and be selected by the best schools.

The author believes that the incidence and quality of youth problems and delinquency in Japan along with some of the previous attitudes and perceptions of Japanese students described may be indicative of a complex emerging pathology and desire for individualism and freedom in Japan. Freedom from the traditional values, family patterns and educational pressures and an emerging pathology due to stress and anxiety typical of societies that have undergone a high degree of industrial sophistication.

Suicide of Youth

In 1983, there were 657 cases of suicide among the youth of Japan. Of these cases, 452 were males and 205 females. Suicide was reported highest
among 19 year olds (201 cases) or 30.6 percent of the total. From this age downward the proportion is less.

According to the Prime Minister's Office (1985)

"school problems such as had achievement or suffering from entrance examination pressures accounted for 26 percent, family problems such as unharmony with parents 13.9 percent, problems between boy and girl like loss love, parents disagreement to marriage 11.0 percent, sickness problems like physical inferiority complex or those caused by illness 11 percent, and psychological problems 16.1 percent." (The Rising Younger Generation in Japan, 1985)

In his analysis of suicide rates in Japan by seasons, Rohlen has concluded that school maladjustment, not the pressures of entrance examinations appear to be "the more powerful education-related factor" affecting youth suicide.

The data offered by Rohlen on suicide rates in his book, Japan's High Schools, 1983 is considerably out of data, (1950-1978), however, his logical argument regarding seasonal correlations is quite convincing. Ichikawa, (1984), based on Watabe, (1979) has concluded:

"...in actual fact, young people (aged 15-24) do not commit suicide very often in Japan. The ratio of juvenile suicide recorded the fifth highest figure among 48 countries in 1976, but the figure adjusted by the frequency through all ages (=frequency by the youth divided by that by the whole population times 100) ranks 25th below the United States and moreover, as regards children (under 15 years old) Japan ranks in the middle of those 48 countries. The impression of high ratio of juvenile suicide in Japan is based on the old data from the 1950's when the competition in entrance examinations had not been overheated.
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LEARNING IN JAPAN

The process of education and the art of learning in Japan has had many influences that have combined traditional oriental conceptions of child development with selected Western influences. The period from the mid-17th to the mid-19th century was a time when direct Western influence in child-rearing and education was minimal and selective Chinese influence was dominant. Japanese scholars of the period maintained that children are innately good rather than evil: that environmental factors rather than innate ones produce developmental differences among human beings; and that children are active autonomous learning beings rather than passive to experience. The environmental perception of child development and the view of the child as an active autonomous being incorporated the belief that the child was difficult to control directly by external means. Child development and learning goals were, therefore, related to the maintenance of harmonious human relationships, character development through moral education and faithful and responsible performance to one's tasks.

The essential techniques of training were to observe children's maturation and provide age relevant tasks for them. Although many writers stressed the importance of early training, they carefully meant training compatible with the readiness of the child.

In addition stressing the importance of moral education, self-responsibility, and perserverance, the Japanese have been found to be selective in how they adapted and assimilated Western theoretical influences. That is, both Japanese educators and the general public demonstrate interest in introducing new techniques and methods of education. Japanese professors are adept and knowledgeable in discussions
of various Western theorists and their theories of learning, psychology and education and often describe their positions as eclectic. However, theories of psychology and education which require individualized and differential treatment of children still remain at the laboratory research level in Japan.

It appears that the highly competitive selection and examination system used by schools in Japan after the Meiji Restoration and especially after the 1960's has precluded the dissemination and use of new educational philosophies which are individualistic and innovative for teaching and learning.

Although there are always some differences in approaches to learning by different teachers, the basic characteristics of typical teaching and learning utilized in present day Japan include:

- readiness-paced early training in concentration and precision as reflected in the establishment of school learning routines and music teaching.
- teacher-directed, structured and sequenced learning activities in subject matter rather than student centered.
- lecture method oriented toward the transfer of factual information and the elements of solution rather than creative discovery and general problem solving strategies.
- a group approach to learning for identification with others, socialization, cooperation and uniformity rather than individualized approaches to behavioral and social development.
MOTIVATION

In Japan, careful attention is focused on the individual child's motivation and attitudes toward subject matter and competence in basic skills. Both teachers and parents draw on a large cultural reservoir of concrete didactic methods for development and for encouraging children's motivation and learning skills. During the initial period of early learning, some of these practices include:

- Parental and teacher calculated inflation of learner motivation for some period of time before training begins.
- Ritualized overdetermination and repeated practice of basic learning routines until they become habits.
- Training in concentration, focus and precision.
- Cultural expectations, and socialized needs for uniformity and group membership as well as the external pressures of the school selection and examination system appear to provide the additional impetus for motivation and achievement orientation through the additional secondary school years.
DISCIPLINE

Japanese schools vary to some extent on the existence of discipline problems, especially in the few areas designated by some concentration of minority group students (Burakumin). In typical Japanese elementary and secondary schools, the level of order and behavior is very high, often balanced by a friendly atmosphere and without the use of unnecessary authority.

In the early years, individual discipline problems are handled in the group situation utilizing group dynamics and encouraging the individual to be a responsible and fitting member of the group. In this atmosphere, when the individual deviates, the group suffers until the individual conforms to expectations and regulations.

Instruction in moral education, homeroom guidance and other activities serve to reinforce appropriate "uniform" behavior throughout elementary and lower secondary years. The rudiments, probabilities, and civilities appear to be established early resulting in fewer discipline problems at the secondary level than in many western countries.
THE CURRICULUM IN JAPAN'S EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM
Daniel P. Antonoplos

INTRODUCTION
To understand the educational system of a society, one must be able to relate schooling to the cultural, economic, historical, philosophical and political circumstances of the lives and ideas of people at a particular time and place. These factors provide the influences that shape the manner in which schooling is valued and held to accommodate the purposes of education. Among the major functions of schooling of various societies are included the transmission of the cultural heritage and/or the facilitation of social improvement and change. It is through the nature, quality and pervasiveness of the educational curriculum that these purposes are actualized and values find their expression.

Inherent in the Japanese educational framework are certain salient features embedded in the culture, philosophy, family and social group that influence goals, expectations and the conduct of education. These features or conditions include:

- A homogeneous, monolingual culture where expectations of uniformity are the rule, diversity the exception egalitarianism and standardization the goals and achievement through perseverance, the expectation and objective.

- A fluid linguistic system having no strict orthography held by some scholars (Aso, Amano 1983) to have the effect of contributing to the reduction of illiteracy and assisting in the spread of general education throughout Japan.
o A belief in success based on effort and perseverance rather than innate ability; a positive conception of man's changeability through education; and a perception that the criteria of success can best be achieved through education (Aso and Amano, 1983).

o A "whole person view" philosophy encompassing intellectual content, moral character, social cooperation, physical and artistic development though balance among the curricular areas and depth of attention to the learning material.

o A strong drive for national achievement to secure a position among the leading countries in the world, economically, technologically, politically and educationally.
THE STRUCTURE OF THE EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM OF JAPAN

Antecedents

In a research study sponsored by the United States Study of Education in Japan Beauchamp (1985) has noted in a synthesis titled: Japanese Education And The Development of Postwar Educational Policy, 1945-1985 that:

The educational structure of Japan has been emphatically influenced by two major reform movements since the Meiji Period (1868-1912), or the end of the feudal period in Japan. The first major reform took place in 1868-1830, when a western like school system was implemented for the purpose of modernizing the country. During this time the Imperial Charter Oath of April 6, 1868, required the citizenry to abstain from their old-fashioned ways and directed that "knowledge shall be sought throughout the world." In order to accomplish this directed goal, the Meiji reformers borrowed the most appealing features of several western educational systems and assimilated them into the Japanese conditions. This led to the emergence of a very centralized administrative structure focusing on state operated normal schools borrowed from France; a system of higher education located in a restricted number of elite public universities mirrored from Germany; character-building institutions stressing moral discipline, exemplanry of the English schools and a system of elementary education, and a orientation toward vocational education similar to the United States.

Reactions to the Meiji Restoration, however, were quick to highlight that certain Western ideas were not entirely functional in the Japanese cultural context, e.g., Western conceptions of individualism. By 1880, a general attitude was evident that the reforms of the previous decade had been to excessive.
The need was expressed to return to traditional values characteristic of Japanese philosophy, e.g., Confucianism and its focus on cultivating relationships among members of society, developing commitment, loyalty, and trust, rather than encouraging the development of critical and dissenting attitudes.

According to Beauchamp (1985) the success of the Meiji educational reform was reviewed by former U.S. Ambassador to Japan, Edwin O. Reischauer, who concluded that the Meiji approach was "closely tailored to national needs as the leaders saw them. It created a literate mass of soldiers, workers, and housewives, ample middle-level technical skills—an aspect of education that many of today's modernizing countries have failed adequately to appreciate and a thin stream of highly talented young men emerging from universities to occupy positions of leadership in government and society." (Beauchamp, 1985, Reischauer, 1977:169)

In the beginning of the Meiji Era, a modern educational system was therefore created through which elementary education offering fundamental education to all the populace and higher education for the training of leaders initiated the modernization of Japanese society and the Japanese economy. By the beginning of the 20th century, enrollment in compulsory education exceeded 90 percent. As a result of the growth of elementary education, secondary education was promoted along with the development of vocational and women's education. The following table presents the historical trend in the percentage of the appropriate age groups enrolled in each school level. (For convenience in analysis, secondary education is not divided into lower and upper levels.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Elementary Education %</th>
<th>Secondary Education %</th>
<th>Higher Education %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1885</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1896</td>
<td>61.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1905</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1915</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1925</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>83.8</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>99.8</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>18.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>30.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>33.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Second Reform Movement Pre-World War II Japan was oriented toward obedience and loyalty to the Emperor, the articulation of moral values as prescribed by Japanese society and group harmony and equilibrium. The Second Reform stimulated by the United States Education Mission during the MacArthur period began the "democratization" and "decentralization" of Japan's centralized orientation into a system focusing on reducing the powers of the Ministry of Education and expanding local community control.

According to Beauchamp 1985, elements of the Second Reform Movement such as co-education, comprehensive schools and local control were ingrained in the "American democratic model" but were "dysfunctional when imposed on the Japanese educational cultural setting. These efforts, however, became the basis for a series of educational laws established between 1947 and 1949 that included: "The Fundamental Law of Education" and the "School Education Law."

As American control was withdrawn in 1952, it appeared that the Japanese had adopted American democratic ideals, new curricula, textbooks and new methods. However, as Beauchamp (1985) noted, the Japanese re-established their own sovereignty, and discarded and changed many of the Occupation imposed reforms.

In short, the 1950's were illustrative of Japan's establishing control over education according to Japanese cultural values in favor of more traditional forms of centralization; re-instituting a powerful Ministry of Education and returning moral education to the curriculum. This was accompanied at this time by a new orientation toward industrial demands for a stronger focus on science, technology and vocational readiness in the schools. In Beauchamp's words:

"the period of the 1950's was characterized by the consolidation of many occupational reforms, the rejection or modification of others that were dysfunctional with the unique Japanese context and the laying down of the broad outlines of educational policies that would be pursued during the 1960's and 1970's. (Beauchamp, 1985, p.29)
The period of the 1970's and the beginning of the 1980's serve as the antecedent period for Japan's current educational reform period under the direction the Ad Hoc Council on Educational Reform established in 1984. The issues regarding this reform movement are discussed under another section of the United States Study of Education in Japan.

Notable Characteristics of the Japanese Curriculum

Demanding Nature of the Curriculum

According to Cumming's (1980) p 10, the educational curriculum of Japan is demanding encompassing a wider range of subjects and treats subjects in greater depth than the curricula of typical U.S. schools. This subjective impression based on Cumming's observations in Japanese schools has been verified by observations of other scholars, e.g. Rohlen, and empirical studies such as the IEA High School and Beyond Study and an Analysis of Mathematics textbooks in Japan and the United States sponsored by the U.S. Study Group.

According to Rohlen, 1983, p 160

Japanese youth attend school about 60 more days each year than American youth, when the United States - five day school week is used as the criterion, for the Japanese approximates three months per year of additional schooling. In fact, when calculated across the twelve years of elementary and secondary education, the Japanese students actually obtain four more years of schooling than their American counterparts. There is also an added value of the Juko, support system to this equation of instruction and schooling time.

The usage of time is segmented and defined in the curriculum. It is considered "precious" and order and social organization is reinforced. Although a quasi-relaxed atmosphere is often maintained, there is a minimum if any of distractibility and attention and student focus on instruction is paramount (Rohlen, 1983, Antonoplos observations in Japan).

A part from time spent in school and un-interrupted class time, Japanese students spend almost twice as much time on homework in mathematics when the hours for homework and tutoring are combined.

The Course of Study of the Japanese curriculum at the elementary, lower secondary and secondary levels is standardized, comprehensive and of wide range and balance. Several hundred goals and objectives covering grade levels cognitive effective and behavioral and subject areas are uniformly provided to teachers to govern and plan instruction. In spite of their comprehensive nature, school officials interviewed by the U.S. Study Team reported that they considered these minimum requirements and went beyond their prescription in planning educational experience and instructing their students. (Antonoplos interviews Japan)


In most cases, concepts appeared two or more semesters in the Japanese textbooks than in the American elementary textbooks. (Stevenson, 1985, U.S. Commissioned Study).

According to U.S. Study Group researchers, the "curricula" contained in the elementary school textbooks are somewhat more advanced in Japan than in the United States. In addition because of the earlier appearance of concepts in the Japanese textbooks, children are afforded learning opportunities to practice the skills associated with the concepts. (Stevenson, 1985, p. 118. U.S. Commissioned Study).

Secondary School Textbooks. 7-12

Mathematical textbooks in grades 7-12 in Japan tend to be more abstract than American textbooks. In Japan, there is less emphasis in placing problems in everyday settings. "Japanese textbooks present the essence of the lesson with the expectation that the information will be elaborated and supplemented with other material when it is presented in class by the teacher. American textbooks appear to be written so that understanding the content of the lesson is less dependent upon what happens in mathematics classes." (Stevenson, 1985, p. 30).

Mathematical Concepts at the Secondary school level are introduced earlier in Japan than in the United States. Of the 276 concepts identified, 41% appeared two or more semesters earlier in the Japanese textbooks than in the American textbooks. 27% appeared two or more semesters earlier in American textbooks. Researchers for the U.S. Study Group concluded that the advantage of early mathematical concept introduction in Japan is often a year or more in length, and that the earlier introduction of concepts may allow for greater opportunity for practice and achievement performance.
SCHOOL GUIDANCE AND MORAL EDUCATION IN JAPAN

In the United States, guidance through the elementary and secondary levels is typified by systematic services provided to pupils that include counseling, testing, provisions for occupational and educational information, college placement and referral for diagnostic purposes and serious emotional disturbances. These services are usually provided by specialist with at least a masters degree within the organizational framework of a school guidance department officiated by a qualified guidance director and a number of counselors appropriate to the size of the school. (Antonoplos, D., U.S. Study of Education in Japan)

In contrast, Guidance in Japan is approached quite differently, for different purposes and yet with some similar features and results.

Antonoplos (1985) conducted interviews in Japan with principals, assistant principals and head teachers at the elementary, lower secondary and upper secondary levels as well as supervisors at a major prefectural education center to obtain a view of the contentence of guidance in the schools of Japan. These institutions included: the Minato Ward Aoyama Elementary School; the Nagoya Municipal Asahigaoka Elementary School; the lower secondary and upper secondary schools of the University of Tsukuba; the Nagoya Municipal Secondary School; the Gakushuin lower and upper secondary private school; and the Aichi Prefecture Education Center. The observations provided represent a synthesis of these interviews and discussions.

The responsibility for administering guidance in the schools of Japan clearly rests with the homeroom teacher who commits approximately 2-4 hours a week for the performance of this function. The characteristics of guidance are first and foremost inextricably woven with the monitoring of student behavior in the learning situation, classroom and in school activities. At the elementary and lower secondary education years,
guidance is an integral part of the moral education atmosphere of the school. Upon noting deviations in the expected patterns of uniformity and the moral education goals of the school, the teacher advises the student on appropriate conduct, improved motivation and self responsibility. Because of this, it is "the responsibility of the teacher to be sensitive to changes in student behavior in learning, doing homework, respect for others, and attitudes toward group membership." In this manner, a prime function of guidance "to impart social rules to students and the reinforcement of those rules when necessary is accomplished."

Moral Education

The Courses of Study of Elementary and Schools and Lower Secondary Schools in Japan have specifically stated that the objective for moral education--"is aimed at realizing the spirit of respect for human dignity in the actual life of family, school and community, endeavoring to create a culture that is rich in individuality and to develop a democratic society and state, training Japanese to be capable of contributing to a peaceful international society, and cultivating morality as the foundation there of." (Ministry of Science Education and Culture 1983)

As an example, the contents of the curriculum course of study at the elementary school level include the following objectives:

1. "To hold life in high regard, promote good health and to maintain safety.
2. To observe good manners and to live in an orderly manner.
3. To keep one's self neat and tidy and to make good use of goods and money.
4. To respect another's freedom as well as one's own and to be responsible for one's own acts.
5. To endure hardship and persist to the end for the accomplishment of one's right aims.

With regards to the teaching content the standardized course of study states:

"it is desirable that in the lower grades, one should learn to love justice in one's own frame of mind and in the middle grades to distinguish between justice and injustice and to overcome temptation and in the upper grades, to carry out correct actions positively with courage."

Furthermore, teachers are advised to emphasize the correlation of moral Education and each class subject and special activities in the preparation and conduct of their teaching programs.

The importance of moral education in the uniformity of behavior according to expected social rules is further amplified in the curriculum of the school in moral education classes which in grades 1-6 usually meet about once a week. It was reported to the Study Group that most elementary schools had about 35 themes that included instruction on: "brotherhood," "community love," "love toward human beings," and "respect for others." At the lower secondary level, these moral education classes focus more on the spiritual and moral aspects of life in general rather than specific behaviors. When asked how students were evaluated in this setting, the reply was: "by the compositions they write on the topical areas covered and how they behave on a daily basis in the classroom and in school activities.

For problems which homeroom teachers are unable to handle, such as more serious behavior problems, many schools have "guidance teams." These "guidance teams" consist of five or six experienced teachers in the school, appointed by the principal to serve in an advisory capacity to
homeroom teachers on guidance problems. It was made quite clear, however, that the emphasis of responsibility for the provision of guidance is on the homeroom teacher.

The nature of problems range from social behavior, following the rules of the school, completing homework and individual motivation, to serious emotional problems and physical problems.

When problems appear to be beyond the capability of the school, e.g. serious emotional disturbance, evidence of mental retardation and the need for diagnosis, and testing, the school refers the student to either the Municipal Education or the Prefecture Education Center depending upon school location.

The Prefecture Education Center's provision of services to schools is discussed in another section of this report. (educational setting section) With respect to guidance, counseling, and special education, the Center holds counseling sessions on special education; gives advice to parents and teachers concerning school choice and treatment for handicapped students. Although advice is provided to parents, the clients are limited to infants and students who are suffering from weak sight, auditory disturbances, speech impediments, emotional disturbance and other physical and emotional handicaps.

It was reported to Antonoplos (1985) by the Supervisors of the Aichi Prefecture Education Center that a total of 300 counseling sessions were held by counselors for the year 1984. These problems included: emotional maladjustment, identification, diagnosis and testing of mentally retarded students and school achievement problems.
It is important to note that these centers are staffed by Supervisors and specialist who have at least ten years of experience as teachers and are hired by the Prefecture in their area of speciality. In addition medical personnel is provided as needed.

Guidance in-service training is provided to teachers by the Prefecture Education Center under specific "seminar guidelines" established by The Ministry of Education, Science and Culture (Monhusho). Teachers are eligible for guidance seminars only after they have had five years of teaching experience. The duration of this initial in-service training is six days at the Prefecture Education Center.

With respect to other kinds of problems, for example, learning disabilities, it was reported to the Study Group that each class has 3-4 learning disabled children. In Japan, these children are served by encouraging them to stay after class for individual assistance by the teacher. In addition, the teacher gives these children easier daily classroom assignments than the rest of the class. Academic achievement, the measurement of that achievement (testing) and academic placement, e.g. college and vocational school placement is of upmost importance to parents and students in Japanese society. Although the school plays a significant role in the preparation for entrance examination to the universities, etc. it is the Juku, the informal school system that appears to play a significant role not only in remediation and enrichment of examination skills but provides the "testing industry" for determining the skill levels of students in relation to the array of college, universities, jr. colleges, and technical schools this testing demonstrates they show qualification for. It was reported to the study Group by one
Juku that 1 million students were tested to determine their skill levels in one year. They and their parents were advised regarding which universities, colleges etc., entrance examinations they showed evidence or promise of passing and being accepted too. Therefore, college placement in the broader sense is handled beyond the immediate school and is amplified by the Juku system.
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